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The purpose of the graduation paper is to qualify the stylistic devices manifested on the syntactical level as significant markers and expressive representatives of the belles-lettres style and sense-emotive organization in the process of translation from Russian into English. The novelty of the research is defined by the necessity to explore stylistic devices as principal expressive syntactical factors in the process of translation of the belles-letters style texts. Different syntactical phenomena may serve as an expressive stylistic means. Their expressive effect may be based on the absence of logically required components of speech – parts of the sentence, formal words or on the other hand a superabundance of components of speech; they may be founded on an unusual order of components of speech, the change of meaning of syntactical constructions and other phenomena. The structural syntactical aspect is sometimes regarded as the crucial issue in translation practice, although the peculiarities of syntactical arrangement are not so conspicuous as the lexical and phraseological properties of the utterance. The syntactical means as stylistic expressive devices of the belles-letters style text translation are traced. The manifestation of the stylistic means on the syntactical level within the supra-phrasal unity is considered. The functions of stylistic markers as expressive-emotive intensifiers and activators of implicit deeper meanings in the translation of the Russian belles-letters style text are analyzed. The results of the research may be used in practical courses of stylistics and translation.